Abstract., The probability of a station failing to deliver packets before their deadlines, called the probability of dynamic failure, Pdyn, is an impol"tant measure for the communication subsystem of a distributed realtime system. Another closely-related performance measure is the E-bounded delivery time, Te, which is defined as the least time needed to deliver a packet with probability greater than 1 -c. Using Pdyn and Te, we comparatively evaluate four contention protocols often used in distributed real-time systems: (i) the token passing protocol and its priority-based variation (called the token scheduling protocol), and (ii) the /:'/-persistent protocol and a priority-based variation thereof. The communication subsystem equipped with different contention protocols is modeled first as embedded Markov chains. Then, we derive the probability distributions of access delay, from which Pdvn and T~ can be calculated. The blocking probability, Qi, can also be derived from the access delay distribution. These measures are derived first under the assumption of a single buffer at each station. The single-buffer model is then extended to the multiple--buffer case. The effects of buffer size on Pctvn, Te, and Qi, and the performance improvement with multiple buffers are analyzed over a wide range of network traffic.
Contention protocols are used to regulate the access of all stations --where real-time tasks are executed --to the common medium as well as to support efficient sharing of the medium. Any contention protocol used for real-time applications must therefore minimize the probability of a packet missing its delivery deadline by properly arbitrating access to the communication medium.
Contention protocols have been studied extensively for general-purpose distributed systems, such as the token-passing protocol [4] , [3] , [15] , [24] , [5] , [8] and the CSMA/CD protocol [26] , [21] , [2] , [1] , [28] , [14] . See [22] or [23] for a good survey. The protocols treated in these papers were originally developed for data transmission without regard to real-time services. Moreover, all but the results reported in [24] , [8] , [14] are concerned only with the evaluation of some average performance measures, such as aggregate throughput, average packet delay, and channel utilization. Although these average measures provide a useful yardstick for system performance, they are inadequate in assessing real-time performances, since the timing requirement of each individual task/message is not considered.
Recently, considerable attention has been paid to the development/modification of protocols to handle time---constrained communications. Manfield [13] proposed and analyzed a priority-polling system where high-priority messages are assumed to arrive at a single queue, and the queue holding high-priority messages and the other queues holding low-priority messages are alternately polled. Low-priority queues are polled cyclically between high-priority polls. In [6] , he also presented and analyzed another prioritypolling scheme where the system is assumed to instantaneously detect the occurrence of a high-priority event. Rubin and Tsai [16] investigated a message-priority-based token scheme where different service disciplines are employed for different classes of messages. Tight upper and lower bounds on the mean message delays were obtained. In another paper [27] , they presented and analyzed two related token schemes which provide priority services to high-priority messages, and restrict the channel access of low-priority messages. Although these papers aimed at the delivery of high-priority (time--constrained) packets with a prescribed access delay, their analyses focused on the mean delay experienced by messages of different priorities, rather than the delay experienced by each message.
Using the fraction of packets missing their deadlines as a performance measure, Zhao et al. developed a virtual time CSMA protocol [29] and a sliding window protocol [30] , both of which are based on the minimum-laxity-first policy for scheduling timeconstrained packets. Strosnider et at. [20] , [19] made use of the IEEE 802.5 Token Ring Standard to realize the token ring scheduling protocol which can support up to 8 different priority levels and provide highly responsive and deterministic services for timeconstrained messages. Kurose et. al [12] determined (based on a semi-Markov decision model) the various operational parameters for the time window protocol to optimize its time-constrained performance. However, the above work (perhaps except for [12] ) relied solely on simulations to show the timing property of their proposed protocols. Little has been reported on the analytic evaluation of real-time contention protocols with respect to measures suitable for real-time applications, such as the probability of each packet missing its deadline. We will in this paper counter this problem by analytically evaluating the performance of four contention protocols for real-time applications on a per-packet basis.
One important performance measure for any real-time communication subsystem is the probability of a station failing to deliver packets before their deadlines, called the probability of dynamic failure, Pd~n [t 1], [17] , [18] . Another related performance measure is the e-bounded delivery time, Te, which is defined as the least time needed to deliver a packet with laxity g is assigned priority level k when g C [gk-1, gk), where gk-1 < gk, I <_ k < p, go ~ 0, and the values of gk's depends on the distribution of packet laxity and the application-dependent criterion. Under the assumption that packet arrivals are independent of one another, arrivals of priority-k packets at station i form a Poisson process with rate A~k, where ~ is the portion of priority-k packets arriving at station i. Under the single-buffer assumption, each station can have at most one outstanding packet at any time, so those packets arriving at an already-occupied station will be rejected. One can then concentrate on the access delay experienced by a packet due to contention with other stations in accessing the common medium.
In the multiple-buffer model, there are L buffers in each station. For simplicity, only two priority levels are assumed to exist. This is not a limiting assumption, since it can be easily extended to the case of more than two priority levels. Moreover, the results obtained for high-priority packets under the two priority-level assumption can also be used to represent the delay experienced by high-priority packets in case of p-priority levels (iv >_ 3) by grouping low p -1 levels into one level.
For non priority-based protocols, packets are queued and served on a first-comefirst-served basis. For priority-based protocols, however, a buffer of size L1 is used to store high-priority packets so that at most Lt high-priority packets may be held at any time in each station. A high-priority packet arriving at a station whose L1 buffers are all occupied is rejected. Another queue of size L2 = L-L1 is set aside to hold low-priority packets. Since there must be an upper bound on the number of outstanding high-priority packets in the system in order to guarantee the delivery of every high-priority packet before its deadline, the value of L1 is usually small. Low-priority packets at a station can compete with other stations for medium access only in the absence of high-priority packets waiting at this station. At most one packet can be transmitted during each possession of the token, since packets are prioritized according to their laxities, and thus should compete for medium access on a per-packet basis. (This is often termed as a limited service discipline).
Performance Measures
Instead of using the usual average measures, we will use Pdvn and T~ to evaluate the performance of contention protocols. These measures can be readily calculated from the cumulative distribution of access delay. Specifically, given the distribution of access delay experienced by priority-k packets, P(D~ k> <_ t), one can calculate the conditional probability of dynamic failure given the laxity g of a priority-k packet as p<k>dynlg "~ 1-P( D<k>A -< g)" The calculation of the probability of dynamic failure for priority-k packets, r,<k> depends on how the laxity of a packet is converted to its dyn ' priority. For example, let P~ax(t), t > O, denote the probability density of packet laxity, then o<k> * av~ can be calculated as:
On the other hand, the e-bounded delivery time, T <k>, for priority-k packets is computed as the smallest t such that p<k> < e. In other words, T <k> is the upper bound of dyr~lt --packet laxity if a priority-k packet has to be delivered before its deadline with probability t--c.
Operations of the Four Contention Protocols
In the token passing protocol, a token is passed around the stations, and any station which desires to use the medium has to capture the token. After using the medium, the station releases the token. The station in the downstream neighboring the current medium master gets the highest priority. If this station has packets to transmit, it seizes the token; otherwise, the token is passed on to the next (logically) adjacent station. Fair access to the bus is one merit of this protocol, but a packet with the highest priority (e.g., minimum laxity) may have to wait until all the packets in its upstream stations are transmitted, and thus, may get delayed and/or even miss its deadline.
The token scheduling protocol [20] , [19] is designed to alleviate the above drawback by restricting fairness to packets only within the same priority level. When there are outstanding high-priority packets, low-priority packets should wait until the high-priority packets have been transmitted. A token with a reservation field is passed around the stations on the bus. Each station examines the reservation field of the token as it passes through the station and inserts the priority of its outstanding packet (if any) if and only if its priority is higher than the one currently in the reservation field. The priority recorded in the reservation field thus reflects the highest priority of those outstanding packets in the system. A station can capture the token and transmit its packets only after the token returns to the station with its registered priority. This guarantees the station with the highest-priority packet to gain medium access. We will develop analytic models to quantitatively evaluate these two protocols.
The P~-persistent applies to slotted-time mediums and stations can start transmitting packets only at the beginning of each time slot. A station with an outstanding packet senses the medium. If the medium is idle, the station transmits the packet with a probability p~. With a probability 1 -p~ the station defers until the next slot. The process is repeated until the packet has been transmitted. If the station initially senses the medium busy, it waits until the next slot and applies the above procedure. One simple prioritybased variation of the Pi-persistent protocol is to assign distinct persistent probabilities to different priorities [25] ; a station with a higher-priority packet persists to transmit this packet with a higher probability. Under light traffic, the average medium access delay of this protocol is known to be smaller than that of many other protocols. However, increasing packet collisions degrade system performance as traffic gets heavier. Moreover, a packet could get delayed indefinitely, because of the large standard deviation in delay over a wide range of traffic. We will examine the impact of the unbounded access delay of this protocol on time-critical applications.
Access Delay Distributions for the Single-Buffer Case
As mentioned in Section 2, the key step in deriving both Payr~ and Te is to derive the distribution of access delay. In this section, we will derive this distribution using a single-buffer system model. We will in Section 4 extend this model to the multiplebuffer case.
Token Passing Protocol
In order to derive the distribution of access delay for the token passing protocol, we must first derive another quantity of interest, called the cycle time. The cycle time is defined as the time required for the token to cycle through all stations once, transmitting all packets, if any, in each station buffer at the time the station captures the token.
Definition and Transition of States
The first step of our derivation is to define an embedded Markov chain describing the system. Define the state as g = (nl,n2, ...,nN) where ni (1 < i < N) is the station buffer occupancy seen by the token as it cycles through all stations, or 0 if the buffer is empty as the token comes to station / n{ = 1 if the buffer is full as the token comes to station i.
The token is assumed to start cycling from a particular station. For a homogeneous system, it does not matter which station is chosen as the starting point. Moreover, we are interested in the state of the system not at some particular time instant, but as the token travels through the stations. Whenever the token comes to station i, it records as the i-th component of current state depending on whether or not station i has a packet to transmit. As will become clear, with this state definition one can easily obtain the distribution of cycle time once the steady-state probabilities are computed. State transition can be determined by examining the activities at each station in isolation, since the arrival processes at different stations are assumed to be independent. Specifically, for station i we have 
-e -AI(NW+Sm)
where n~ is the next state of station/. W is the token walk time from station to station, which consists of two components: the propagation and transmission delay from station to station, and the bit delay (which is associated with the station's relay delay and latency buffer delay) for a station, and m is the time required for a packet to be transmitted. Under the assumption 1 that the stations with a full buffer are uniformly distributed on the ring over the long run, S = ~N=I ni represents the number of stations with outstanding packets, and NW +Sm is the time the token has been absent from station i since its last visit, i.e., the cycle time. Note that the influence of other station buffer occupancies on station i is accounted for in the parameter S. The state transition probability can thus be expressed as The state space of a homogeneous system can be reduced by defining S --the number of occupied stations seen by the token as it cycles through all stations --as the state. The state transition probability then becomes
where S' N , Ei=I Tbi"
Cycle Time Distribution
Let 7rn (Trs) be the steady-state probability that the system is in state g (state S). Determination of the equilibrium probability distributions; 7rn, for all g (Trs for 0 < S < N), is straightforward (e.g., see [9] for a standard technique). The distribution of cycle time is
Access Time Distribution
The access delay at station /, denoted by DA~, can now be derived. The following derivation draws on the approach taken in [8] . Let Ai denote the event of a packet arriving at station i in a cycle. The joint probability of events Ai and Tc = NW ÷ krn (i.e., k packets in a cycle) is:
The probability P(Tc = NW + kin) is given by Eq. 
The cycle time conditioned on a packet arrival can be determined by using the above two equations and the property of total probability,
By conditioning upon event Ai and the duration of a cycle Tc = NW + kin, and by defining the time elapsed from the beginning of the cycle to the packet's arrival as T = 72 --T1 -DAI = NW + (k -1)m -DA~ (see Fig. 1 ), we now have 
The second equality is obtained by dividing both the numerator and the denominator by P(Tc = NW + kin). The third equality follows from the fact that the time to the first arrival is exponentially distributed and is independent of the cycle time, i.e.,
The unconditioned distribution of DA~ is then computed by averaging over k as:
DA,(t) z~ P(DA~ <_ t l Ai) P(DA~ < t, T~ = NW ÷ kin, A~) P(T~ = NW + kin, n~)
: represent the maximum value of n such that n < t-NW -t-1, and the above equation is
k=n(t)+l
Probability of Packet Rejection
The probability of rejecting a packet is the same as that of a packet finding the buffer full upon its arrival. One may be tempted to express the probability of packet rejection as Q~" = ~a:n~=l 7rn. This is incorrect because the embedding point of the Markov chain to derive 7rn is not at some arbitrary time instant, but as the token cycles through all stations. Thus, Q~' represents the probability of a full buffer seen by the token as it visits station i, rather than that seen by a packet arriving at station i.
To derive the probability of packet rejection, each station is considered as an M/G/l/1 queue. That is, packets arrive at station i according to a Poisson distribution with rate Ai, and are served by a single server with the distribution of service time:
otherwise.
The queue-length distribution for M/G/l/1 queues has been well established (for example, see [7] ), and the steady-state probability of a busy server (i.e., a full buffer in our case) at an arbitrary time instant has been shown to be qil = ~__N__, ;, : +u~ where #i is the 1 in our case). Besides, since the arrival process is mean service rate (i.e., #i = Poisson, the general probability of a full buffer, q[, is identical to the probability of a full buffer seen by an arriving packet at station i. Thus, (a2)
Token Ring Scheduling Protocol
Under this protocol, a token with a reservation field is passed around the stations on the bus. Each station examines the reservation field as the token passes through and inserts the priority of its packet (if any) if and only if its priority is higher than the one currently in the reservation field. A station is allowed to capture the token and transmit its packet only when the token returns with the station's registered priority after passing through all the other stations. Consequently, the token has to come to the station with the highest-priority packet twice before this packet can be transmitted. The overhead thus incurred in each packet transmission is the ring walk time, NW. We include this overhead in the packet transmission time, which now becomes NW + m.
For the purpose of modeling, one can imagine that after the token comes to the station with the highest-priority packet, rather than traveling through all other stations to find that the station does have the highest-priority packet, it sits there for NW units of time before starting transmission. Whether or not the token will stay at a station for NW units of time during its visit is characterized by the probability of a station having the highest-priority packet (to be determined in Section 3.2.5). With this characterization, the cycle time is defined as the time required for the token to cycle through all stations once. Note that by 'once,' we exclude the time the token visits a station for polling, since the token is now viewed as staying in the station with the highest-priority packet during polling. (In reality, however, the token may visit a station more than once in each cycle time.)
Definition and Transition of States
The state of the system must contain: (1) buffer occupancy at each station, (2) the priority level of an outstanding packet, if any, at each station, and (3) the number of qualifiedto-transmit packets at a station as seen by the token. By 'qualified-to-transmit', we mean that the packet has the highest priority among all outstanding packets as the token comes to the station. The state is thus defined as (g, ~ = (nl, n2, ..., nN; cl, c2, ..., ON), where n~ = 1(0) if there is one (no) qualified-to--transmit packet as seen by the token, and ci is the priority of an outstanding packet at station i (1 _< ci ___ p) as seen by the zx token, el = 0 when there is no packet at station i.
The transition probabilities for station i are computed as follows:
where 1 < j, k < p, S = ~)21 ni is the number of qualified-to-transmit packets seen by the token as it cycles through all stations, C(S) ~= NW + S(m + NW) is the cycle time, and Ply is the probability that a priority-j packet at station i has the highest priority (as the token "cycles" through the ring), which is yet to be determined (Section 3.2.3).
Aik
Derivation of these transition probabilities is straightforward; e.g., -~F(1 -e -x~C(s)) is the probability that there is an arrival of priority k within the cycle time C(S).
An implicit assumption used in deriving these transition probabilities is that a priorityk(< j) packet arriving at a downstream station (relative to the token's current position) during the polling time of a priority.j packet is not allowed to abort the polling. In other words, if a priority-j packet has the highest priority among all currently outstanding packets and initiates polling, it will surely gain medium access at the end of polling, regardless whether or not there will be subsequent arrivals of higher-priority packets within NW. This approximation does not sway the analytic results from reality when NW < < m in which case the probability of new higher-priority packet arrivals within NW is usually negligible. When NW ~ m, the results so derived for high-priority packets are worse than the simulations results, and may serve as a lower bound of performance. The state transition probabilities can be expressed in a way similar to the token passing protocol (Eq. (3. l)).
The state space can be reduced by using the homogeneity assumption. For example, if there are only two priority levels 2 at station i with arrival rates /~il and Ai2, respectively, we may define the state as (sl;s2,t2), where sl, s2, and t2 are the number of qualified-to-transmit high-priority packets, the number of qualified-to-transmit lowpriority packets, and the number of outstanding low-priority packets, all of which are seen by the token as it "cycles" through all stations. 3 Note that with this definition of state, we have 0 _< s2 < t2 _< N, 0 < s1 + t2 < N, and the size of the state space is now (N+I)(N+2)(N+3) 6 Let qi(S) ---~ (1-e -'~ic(s)) (q2(S) = ~ (1-e -)'~C(s)) ) denote the probability that A a high-priority (Iow~riority) packet arrives within a cycle time of C(S), and P2 = Pi2 V i, then the state transition probability can be expressed, under the assumption of statistically identical behavior of all stations, as:
Note that the term inside the braces is the probability of s~ new arrivals of high-priority packets and t~-(t2-s2) >_ 0 new arrivals of low-priority packets a among N-(t2-s2) stations with no outstanding packets. The term after the braces is the probability that s~ out of t~ low-priority packets find no high-priority packets waiting in the system as the token comes to their stations.
Cycle Time Distribution
A standard technique can be applied to obtain equilibrium probability distributions (Tr(a,~ or 7r(sl;s2,t2)). The probability density function of Tc can be written as 
Access Delay Distribution
To derive the distribution of the access delay, we follow the same approach as in the token passing protocol except that (1) NW +km has to be replaced by NW + k(m + NW), ( 2) the counterpart of P(Ai I Tc = NW + kin) in Eq. (5), i.e., P(Ai [ Tc = NW + k(m + NW)), must be approximated, since given Tc (or, equivalently k) there is no information about the number of packets that have arrived during the cycle time. 5 Two cases are considered: (1) a packet of priority j arrives and turns out to have the highest priority among all outstanding packets as the token comes to it; (2) a packet of priority j arrives and does not have the highest priority as the token comes to it. l_~t A <j> denote the event of a priority-j packet arriving at station i in a cycle. Then in the first case,
since given that the priority@ packet arriving during this cycle was transmitted upon the token's first visit, it must have arrived in last NW + (k -1)(m + NW) units of time D <j> denote the time between the arrival of such a packet and the (see Fig. 1 ). Let A~I token's visit. Then, all the subsequent derivation for P(D~ > <_ t) is the same as that for P(DA~ <_ t) in the token passing protocol. 
P(D~ > < d I Tc = NW + k(m + NW), A~) = 1 -P(T < NW + k(m + NW) -d, Tc = NW + k(m + NW) P(r < NW + k(m + NW), Tc = NW + k(m + NW)) ~(1 -e -Ai[gW+k(ra+NW)-d])
e ~d
All the subsequent derivation for pl'r)<J> < t) is similar to that for P(DA~ < t) in the ~\~Ai 2 --case of token passing protocol. The distribution of the access delay of a priority-j packet, PID<J> < t), can be
approximately derived by considering whether or not the arriving packet of priority j has the highest priority among all outstanding packets (and is thus transmitted upon the token's visit). That is, oo
P(D~J > _< t) .... e, 3PrD<J>< A,~ --< t) +
where p(k)(To _< t) denotes the distribution of the (k -1)-fold convolution of the density function of To, and the symbol * denotes the convolution performed on the density functions of the two probability distributions of interest.
Probability of Packet Rejection
To derive the probability of packet rejection, each station is (again) modeled as an M/G/I/1 queue with the service time distribution
Then, using the same arguments as in the token passing protocol (Section 3.1.4), Qi can AiE(BI (t)) be shown to be Qi = ~E(Bdt))+l"
Determination of pij
To derive p~j --the probability that a priority-j packet in station i has the highest priority among all outstanding packets --we have to construct another Markov chain embedded in system evolution. Define the time interval between two successive packet transmissions as period, and examine the system state at the end of each period. The state is defined as ~ = @1, r2, ..., rg) where r~ is the priority of the outstanding packet Z5 at station i. 1 < ri _< p, and r~ = 0 if there is no outstanding packet at station i.
Note that each period consists of the following three subintervals: (1) polling interval which equals NW, and the time for the token to poll all the other stations before returning to the station with the highest-priority packet; (2) transmission interval which follows the polling interval and equals m. (3) idle interval which is the time interval between the end of the transmission interval and the beginning of the next polling interval.
There will be a nonzero idle interval if the highest-priority packet is not located at the immediate neighbor station in the downstream, and can be expressed as KidteW, where Kidte is a positive integer random variable. The derivation of the exact distribution of Kidt~ depends on (i) when and where a packet will arrive if there is no packet waiting in the system after a transmission interval, or (ii) the location of the highest-priority packet if there is at least one packet waiting in the system, or (iii) whether or not a higherpriority packet will arrive during the polling initiated by a station holding a packet, and thus terminate the on-going polling. Moreover, if this occurs, the derivation also depends on the location of this newly arriving packet.
Dynamically-changing conditions with the state of the system make it very difficult to derive the exact distribution of K~dt~. So, we approximate this distribution as follows. Except for those systems with very light traffic, it is reasonable to assume the existence of at least one outstanding packet in the system, thus excluding the possibility of condition (i). When NW << m, or, when there are not many priority levels, the effect of condition (iii) on [(idle is minimal, and thus we assume that a polling, once it begins, is never aborted. Hence, P(Kidt¢ _< N) ~ 1 will hold for all but those systems with very light traffic. Moreover, under the assumption of the statistically identical behavior of all stations, each station in the downstream (relative to the token's current position) is equally likely to have the highest-priority packet. Thus, one can approximate the distribution of Kidle tO be uniformly distributed over [1, N] . (The data gathered from our simulations validate this approximate distribution.) The length of each period is thus equal to m + NW + Kidz~W. Now, define p~(~ = 0 (1) if ri > (=)min(rl, ...,rN) as the indicator variable that station i holds a high-priority packet, and let u(r') = ~N #~(~ be the number of stations with currently highest-priority packets, then the transition probabilities for station i can be approximated as:
where 1 < j _< p, and the expectation E(.) is taken with respect to K~dl~. Note that for ease of analysis, we exclude, in the calculation of transition probability 0 -+ 0, the possibility that a packet arriving at an idle station will find no other outstanding packet with a priority higher than itself and will thus get transmitted immediately upon its arrival. This possibility is unlikely to exist for all but the case of very light traffic, and the resulting discrepancy is shown (through simulations) to be tolerably small.
The state transition probabilities can be obtained using the standard technique. Let fie be the equilibrium probability that the system is in state ~. Then, 
The Pi-Persistent Protocol
In the P~-persistent protocol, time is slotted with a slot equal to the packet transmission time, m. 6 Each station monitors the channel constantly, and persists to transmit a packet (if any) in each idle slot with probability pi. If the station initially senses the medium busy, it waits until the next slot, and if the medium becomes idle in the next slot, the station transmits with a probability Pi or defers with a probability 1 -Pi-
State Definition & Transition, and Parameter Derivation
A station's state at the end of a slot k depends only on its state at the end of slot k-1 and the activity (packet arrival and/or transmission) during slot k, Thus, we may focus on each station's buffer occupancy at the end of a slot. That is, the state of station i, 1 < i < N, is defined as ni, where ni E {0, 1} is the buffer occupancy at the end of each slot. The transition probabilities can be expressed as a function of /,, c~ = P(stot seen by station i is empty) (which will be determined below):
transition probability
Station i's equilibrium probability distribution {Trij, j = 0, 1} can be determined easily: for 1 < i < N, 
where PW N-i is the set of two integers chosen from {a: 1 < a < N, a ¢ i, a is an integer}.
Eq. (18) together with Eq. (17) can be used to solve ci for 1 < i < N (2N equations with 2N unknowns). The assumption of system homogeneity, or Pi = P, Ai ---)~, and 7ril = 7rl, V i, can simplify the expression for ci = c to: Lt/mJ DA,(t) = E (1 --c,p,) kc,pi. (20) k=0
Note that arrival of a packet may not be synchronized to a slot boundary, and thus, an additional synchronization time Ts E (0,1) should be added to the access delay. However, Ts has been omitted from our model for the following reasons: (1) E(Ts)'s are the same for all stations in a homogeneous system, (2) except for light traffic cases, the delay due to the contention and collisions is much larger than one slot period, and thus, omitting Ts may introduce an error of at most one slot, which is tolerably small.
The expression of the probability of packet rejection, Qi, is the same as that in the token passing protocol (Section 3.1.4).
Priority-Based Pi-Persistent Protocol
In the simple priority-based variation of Pi-persistent protocol, each station persists to transmit a priority-j packet in a slot with probability pij. The higher the priority j, the larger the persistence probability Pij. The approach taken to analyze the Pi-persistent protocol can be applied directly to this protocol except that the state of station i is now defined as ri, where ri is the priority of the outstanding packet, if any, at station i (1 <__ ri < p); otherwise, ri = 0. expressed as: where I < j, k < p. The equilibrium probability distributions, {rcij, 1 _< j < p}, can be derived in terms of ci, which can in turn be expressed as a function of rckj'S, 1 < k < N, k ¢ i, 1 < j < p. Thus, one can, in principle, solve for both ri's and 7rij's. By the assumption of system homogeneity (Pij = Pj, ci = c, and rcij = 7rj, for all i) and the assumption of two-priority levels r (each having arrival rate k~l and Ai2 at a station), we have
A~cp2 ( 
and
Eq. (22) together with Eq. (21) can be solved numerically to determine c. The access delay for a priority-j packet is then given by ktlmJ D~ >(t) = E (1 kc
The approach to derive Qi is the same as that for the token scheduling protocol.
Extension to Multiple--Buffer Case
Though the single-buffer model eases analysis and can be used to evaluate the goodness of a contention protocol, we need a multiple-buffer model to study the performance differences between the single and multiple buffer cases. To meet this need, we now extend the single-buffer model to the case of L buffers in each station.
Token Passing Protocol

Definition and Transition of States
The embedded Markov chain constructed for the single-buffer model is also used here to describe the system except that ni (0 < ni < L) in the state g = (nl,n2, ...,nN) is now defined as the number of packets at station i seen by the token as it cycles through all stations. The station transition probabilities can be determined by examining the activities at each station i, and are given by: 
Under the assumption that the stations with a full buffer are uniformly distributed on the ring over the long run, S = ~;=1(1 -6(nj)) denotes the number of stations with outstanding packets, where 6(nj) = 1, for nj = 0; 0, otherwise. The dependence of S on g accounts for the influence of other stations' buffer occupancy on station i's state transition.
Under the system homogeneity assumption, states can be aggregated, thus reducing the state space in a way similar to (but more complex than) the single-buffer model. Determination of the equilibrium probabilities, 7ra, is straightforward, and the distribution of cycle time can be expressed as
Queue Length Distribution
Having obtained the distribution of cycle time, we are now in a position to derive the distribution of queue length which will then be used to derive Qi and DA~ (t). Each station i can be considered as an M/GI1/L queue, where the service time has the probability density function, bi(t) = To(t), and To(t) is the probability density function of cycle time. The expression for b~(t) is exact when there is at least one outstanding packet at station i, but is only approximate when there is no outstanding packet at station i, since a packet arriving at an empty station i has the service time cumulative distribution Bi(t) = DAn(t -m), for t > m; 0, otherwise, where DA,I is derived in a way similar to that in Section 3.2.3. The length distribution of the MIGIIlL queue, {q(j), 0 < j _< L}, can be expressed in terms of the length distribution of the corresponding M/Gllloo queue (for example, see [10] ). That is, if {q(j),0 < j <_ L} and {q*(j),j > 0} represent the length distribution of the MIG/llL queue and the corresponding M/G/Woo queue, respectively, then the following relation holds:
and q(L) =1
1-fq*(O) --:~E(B(~)) '
where f 1/(q*(0) + AE(B(t)) L-1 , • = ~j=o q (3)), E(B(t))
is the mean service time, and {q*(j), j > 0} can be obtained from the well-known Pollaczek-Khinchin transform equation [7] , [10] .
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Probability of Packet Rejection and Distribution of Access Delay
Given the probability distribution, {qi(j), 0 < j < L}, that there are j packets at station i, the probability of packet rejection can be expressed as Q~ = qi(L). The distribution of access delay can be approximately expressed as L-1
P(DAi _< t) = qi(O)P(DA~I <_ t) ÷ E q~(k)P(DA,2 <_ t) * P(k)(Tc < t),
k=l (25) where p(k)(T~ < t) indicates the distribution of the k-fold convolution of the density function of T~, the symbol • denotes the convolution performed on the density functions of two probability distributions of interest, and DA~ (t) and DA,~ (t) are derived in a similar way s as in Section 3.2.3.
Token Scheduling Protocol
Definition and Transition of States
The state of station i is defined as (nil; ni2, hi3), where nil is the number of qualifiedto-transmit high-priority packets, ni2 = 1 (0) indicates the event that a low-priority packet is (not) qualified to transmit, and ni3 is the number of outstanding low-priority packets, all of which are seen by the token as it comes to station i. Here we again adopt the imaginary scenario in Section 3.2 to characterize/define the cycle time. State transition probabilities can be determined in a way similar to (but more complex than) the single-buffer model, and are given in Table 1 . Note that S = ELl[ (1 -~(f~jl))q-nj2 ]
in Table 1 is the number of qualified-to-transmit packets seen by tile token as it "cycles" through all stations. The distribution of cycle time can then be expressed in terms of the equilibrium probabilities, 7r(~a ;~r2,ra): (r~,; n~, n~)
P(T¢ = NW + S(m + NW))
Transition probability for station i
e-~'~l c('s) "
('*~a-'~a)! "pi2,
< nil <_ 1,max(1,nia) < n~a < L2 -1 e -~1c(') • [1 V'r2-~ e-~2~'(~)(A~2C(s))('%-'~3) -L_~,~3=~iz " (,~3_n~3) ! ]pi2, _< n~l _< 1, n~ = L2 e-A~lc(s) . e-)~2c(s), O <_ nil <_ l, n~l = ni3 = n~a = O e--)~';lC(s) .
(n~a_n,;3)' ! ' 
< nll <_ 1,n~1 = O, max(1,n~3) < n~3 < L2 -1 e -~'~c(') • [1 v'L2-1 e-~'2c(8)(A~2C(s))(%~-'~3)
n~=O,l<n~ <L~-t,n~<n~<L2-1 e'A~'u(s)()~ilC(8))'¢~lr~l , " [1 --~..~¢r~] =r~i3 ~"~L2 --1 e--Ai20(8)()~i2C(8))(n~ia--ni3)(r,~3_r~/3)!
ni~ > 1,max(n~z-1,1) < n~ < L~ -1,n~a = L2 [1 --K~LI-~ e-'~nc(')(Ai~C(s))('~'~-'~n+~)] • e-;~'zu(~)(Ai2C(s))('¢~a-'~'a)
e-X~c(~)(A~2C(s))("~a-~a)~ > 1 -' (~,~-r~)! l, n~ _ ,~i~ = Ll,n~3 = L2
On the other hand, the key parameter used in the expression of state transition probabilities, Pi2 = P(no outstanding high-priority packets in the system), can be derived similarly as in Section 3.2.5. That is, we define nq = (nn, ..., nN1) as the state, where 
X-~L~-~ e-Z~c(~)(A~eC(s))(w~a"~+n
--/--~n~a=n,a-1 nil is the number of high-priority packets at the end of each period, and the period is defined as the time interval between two successive packet transmissionsP The state transition probabilities for station i can then be approximated as:
[1 -V,~l-~ e-~'~°'(")(;~c(~))"~
~-~'~°'~(~C(s)) (%-~'~),
,pr,,i 1 ..._> r..,~ 1 = .
. n(
E( e--A*I (r'~+NW+K'dle W) (All (m+NW+Kidl~,W)) ,1 )
nil = O, 0 < n~l -< LI -1 ~-~gl--1 E{e--Ail(m+NW+KidleW)(Ail(m+NW+KidleW))n~I 1 -z--.,~=o ~ .~hl ) nil = 0, n~l = L1 1 157,(p--X~l(m+NW+KidleW)~ nil >_ l,n~l = nil -1 (1 --v--~)' l E( e--Ail(m+NW+Kidle~V)(Ail(m+NW.~KidteW))'r~il . . . . . . . . ~1 ) (,~h-n~l)!
+~1 . Z(e-Xil(m+NW+KidleW)(Ail(m+gw+KidleW))n; --nil+l)! )
nil _> 1, n~l _< n~l _< L1 -1
where u(n~) Ex EN_I(1 _ ~(nil)) is the number of stations with high-priority packets. Whether a high-priority packet at station i will be transmitted next or not depends on the location of station i in the downstream (relative to the token's current position). Due to the statistically identical behavior of all stations in a homogeneous system, the probability that a high-priority packet at a station gets transmitted in the next transmission interval is approximated as ,(~). Let ¢~ be the equilibrium probability that the system is in state ¢~1, then Pi2 = ¢6 = P(no outstanding high-priority packets at the end of a period).
Queue Length Distribution
Given the cycle time distribution, the queue length distribution of high-priority packets, {q~(j),0 _< j _< L1}, can be obtained by considering the queue as an MIG/llL1 queue with the service time density thnction hi1 (t) = To(t). (Again, this expression is approximate for a high-priority packet which arrives at an empty station.) The queue {q2(3), 0 _ j _< L2}, can be obtained with length distribution for low-priority packets, i . the same approach except that the service time cumulative distribution Bi2(t) is now approximated as: Statistically, a low-priority packet has to wait for the token's (j ÷ 1)-th visit 1° with probability qi(j)l (on the average) before competing with other stations for medium access. This low-priority packet will gain medium access with probability, Pi2, that no high-priority packets exist in other stations.
Probability of Packet Rejection and Distribution of Access Delay
The probability of rejecting high-priority (low-priority) packets is 0 <1> = q (L1) (Q<2> = q2 (L2)). The distribution of access delay experienced by high-priority packets can be expressed as: (26) and the distribution of access delay experienced by low-priority packets is approximated as
Pi-Persistent Protocol
Definition and Transition of States
The state of station i, n,i (0 < ni <_ L), is now defined as the number of outstanding packets at station i at the end of each slot. The transition probability can then be expressed as 
where ei is the probability that a slot seen by station i is empty, and can be expressed similarly as in Eq (18) except that 7ril should be replaced by 1 -7ho Both ci and station i's equilibrium probability distribution can be obtained numerically mail (t) for packets at the head of the queue is then given by
Queue Length Distribution, Probability of Packet Rejection, and Distribution of Access Delay
To derive the queue length distribution, {qi(j), 0 < j _< L}, each station i is modeled as an MIGIIlL queue with the service time distribution Bi(t) = DA~ (t-rn), t >> m; O, otherwise. (Note that the expression for Bi(t) here is exact.) The probability of packet rejection is then given by Qi = q~(L). The distribution of access delay can be expressed as L--1
P(DA <_ t) = E qi(k)P(k+l)(DA'l <-t).
k=O (28) 
Priority-Based Pi-persistent Protocol
The state of station i is now defined as (nil, ni2) (0 ~ nil <_ L1,0 < hi2 <_ L2), where nil and n.i2 are the number of high-priority and low-priority packets waiting at station i at the end of each time slot, respectively. Expressions for the state transition probabilities are given in Table 2 , where ci is the probability that a slot seen by station i is empty, and is expressed as
Both c~ and station i's equilibrium probability distribution can be obtained numerically. The length distribution of the high-priority (low-priority) packet queue, {q~ (j), 0 _< j _< L1}, ({q~(j), 0 _< j < L2}), can be obtained by considering the high-priority (lowpriority) queue as an M/GIllL1 (MIG/llL2) queue with the service time distribution
B~l(t)
<1>
-= DA¢ 1 (t--m),
The probability of rejecting high-priority (low-priority) packets is then given by Q~I> = q~(L1) (Qf2> = q~(L2)). The distribution of access delay experienced by a high-priority packet and a low-priority packet can be expressed as 
.... ~, ) + (l --p~le~).
(
--~-~LI--I
8--A*im(Ailm)'~il-~l ~ ]e--A*2m(Ai2m)ni2--~i2
L.,~=, m (,~'~-~)! ~ ~ (,~-~)! , n~ >_ 1,n~ = L~,n~2 <_ n~2 <_ L~-1
respectively.
Numerical Examples
We present some numerical results to illustrate the performance characteristics of the token-type and Pi-persistent-type protocols, In the single-buffer model, since the time each packet has to wait for other stations to transmit packets determines the quality of a contention protocol, we will analyze DA~ (t) (or, equivalently, Pdynld) and Te. In case of multiple buffers at each station, we will analyze the performance trends resulting from the combined effects of contention protocols and local buffering strategies. Emphasis is placed on tile effects of varying L (or L1 and L2) on Pdvn, To, and Qi. Packet transmission time (m), ring walk time (NW), and the number of stations (N) are chosen to be 1.0, 0.04, and 10, respectively. All stations are assumed to have the same packet arrival rate )~i. Two priority levels are assumed, because the performance characteristics are found to vary little even if the number of priority levels is greater than 2. Packet laxities are uniformly distributed in [6, 2ALl where AL is the average laxity. Packets with laxity < 2rAL are classified as high-priority, and those with laxity >_ 2rAL are classified as low-priority, where r = ~ is the fraction of high-priority packets.
Analytic results summarized below are obtained by solving the equation HP = II with the Gaussian elimination method, computing cumulative probability distributions from their corresponding pdfs with Sirnpson's integration rule, and using FFT subroutines for time-frequency domain transformations. Event-driven simulations are also carried out for a 10-station homogeneous system, and are used to validate analytic results. For each configuration the simulation was run until we obtain results with a confidence level 95% for a maximum error of 5% of the value of measures of interest. The number of simulation runs needed to achieve the above confidence interval is based on the assumption that the parameter to be measured has a normal distribution with unknown mean and variance.
Results from Single-Buffer Model
We examine, for various traffic loads, the quality of contention protocols with DA~ (t) = 1 -Pdvnlt and T~ derived from the single-buffer model.
DAb(t) and <1>
DA~ (t) are plotted in Figs. 2--3 for the token passing and scheduling p<l> p<2> protocols, respectively. Table 3 and 4 give some numerical examples of dyr~le' ~y'~l~' and T <1> for both protocols. As was expected, Pdynt t and T~ for the token passing protocol increase as the traffic increases. However, for all possible arrival rates, DA~ (t) = 1 -Pdynl* always approaches 1 in t = NW + (N -1)m units of time. This is because the token will, in the worst case, re-visit a station within NW + (N -1)m units of time after its last visit to the station. T~ is thus bounded by the maximum cycle time, NW+ (N -1)m. The simulation results agree very welt with the analytic results for this protocol. (For clarity of presentation, the simulation results are only plotted for )~i = 0.1 in Fig. 2.) The performance of the token scheduling protocol in delivering high-priority packets is significantly improved, as compared to the token passing protocol except when the traffic is extremely light. Note, however, that this improvement was made at the expense of performance in delivering low-priority packets (Table 3 ). The simulation results for the token scheduling protocol slightly differ from the analytic results (as compared to Comparison of token passing protocol and token scheduling protocol with respect to Pdy.,qt under light and medium loads. . the discrepancy for the token passing protocol) due to approximations made in their derivation. Fig. 3 also show the effects of varying the ratio of high-priority to low-priority packets on the performance of token scheduling protocol in delivering high-priority packets. For systems with very light traffic (e.g., A~ = 0.01), the performance is not significantly affected by this ratio, due to little contention faced by the high-priority packets in accessing Fig. 3 (a) , Ai = 0.1), the performance is substantially improved as the p<l> portion of high-priority packets decreases. Not only 1 -dynl t increases for a specific ( Fig. 3 (a) ), but also T <1> becomes smaller (Table 4 ). For systems with heavy traffic p<l> ( Fig. 3 (b) , A~ = 0.5), only 1 -@<t increases as the portion of high-priority traffic decreases, except when the latter is very small. This indicates that there is an upper bound on the arrival rate of high-priority packets if every high-priority packet must be delivered within its deadline which is smaller than the maximum cycle time. On the other hand, even in the worst case where every station has an outstanding high-priority packet, T <1> is bounded by the maximum cycle time, NW + (N -1)(m + NW). Fig. 4 shows performance curves achievable with the best choice of Pi for each possible Ai. Except under extremely light traffic (in which case cipi is close to 1), the distribution of access delay approaches 1 at a very slow pace (Fig. 4) . This accounts for the nonzero probability of a packet being delayed indefinitely. Consequently, while this protocol is suitable for handling bursty traffic, it is not appropriate for real-time applications. The simulation results are consistent with our analytic results for this protocol.
In Fig. 5 , the performance experienced by high-priority packets under the prioritybased P~-persistent protocol is compared to that under the Pi-persistent protocol for different ratios of high-and low-priority traffic. Each station persists to transmit highand low-priority packets with the best choice of Pil and Pi2 (calculated from the analytic model) for each specified A~. Under very light traffic, the difference is insignificant. (The numerical results axe again so close to one another for all traffic ratios that only one curve labeled as "load = 0.01" is plotted.) For systems with medium to heavy traffic (Fig. 5 , A = 0.1), the performance of the priority-based protocol is significantly better than that of the non priority-based one (labeled as "load = 0.1" in Fig. 5 ) if high-priority packets constitute only a small portion of the traffic. Under all circumstances, there is Figure 5 . Comparison of P~-persistent protocol and its priority-based variation, a nonzero probability, (1 -c4p~) k, that a packet will not be delivered within k units of time. When the traffic is light to medium, and high-priority packets constitute only a small portion of the traffic, this probability is negligible and T <1> with ~ < 10 -3 is acceptably small (Table 5) . Consequently, the priority-based Pi-persistent protocol can be employed when high-priority packets constitute only a small portion of the traffic for soft real-time applications, where missing packet deadlines is undesirable but not disastrous. However, for hard real-time systems where missing deadlines is prohibited, some other mechanism which guarantees deterministic, bounded packet delivery times must be used. 
Results from Multiple-Buffer Model
To study the performance differences between the single-and multiple-buffer models, and the combined effects of contention protocols and local buffering strategies on Paun, T, and Qi, we derived numerical examples from multiple-buffer models with AL = 30 and r = 0.2. Both the analytic and simulation results indicate that the performance for the P~-persistent-type protocols has trends similar to that for the token-type protocols (except all the measures Pdvn, re, and Q~ have larger values for the same configuration) and thus is not included. as L increases. This is because an arrived packet may be placed at the j-th position of the queue with probability qi(j _ 1) (Section 4.1.2) and has to wait for the transmission of j -1 packets ahead of it before competing with other stations for medium access. Besides, since time-constrained (high-priority) packets are less tolerant of the delay due to the FCFS-buffering strategy at each station, the increase in p<l> is more significant dyn than that in p<2> T~, as shown in the first column of Table 6 , increases with L for combinations of L1 and L2, respectively. The second column of Table 6 gives numerical examples of Te <1;> Both ~/~<1> and r~<l> increase as L1 increases, but the increase is " ~" dyn not so pronounced as that for non priority-based protocols. This is because (1) a highpriority packet only has to wait for the transmission of high-priority packets (rather than all packets) arrived earlier before competing with other stations; (2) the access delay experienced by high-priority packets is much smaller than that in the non priority-0 <1> decreases as L1 increases, and the degree of improvement is more based case. ~i pronounced as compared to that in the non priority-based case (Fig. 9 (a) ). (The effect of varying L2 on Q<I> is minimal, and only the curves for varying Lt are shown in Fig. 9 (a).) This results from the fact that E(Bi(t)) for the single-buffer case is substantially larger than E(Bil(t)) in the two-buffer (L1 = 1, L2 = 1) case (see Eq. (12)). 11 qtle (9 <1> however, levels off when L1 > 3. improvement on -~i , An interesting finding is that P~>, T <1>, and -~iO<1> remain almost the same (slightly Y degrade) as L2 increases. This is because the size of the buffer holding low-priority packets has minimal effects on the performance of high-priority packets. A slight performance degradation results from the non-preemptive transmission policy in which a high-priority packet arriving at a station when a low-priority packet is being transmitted must wait for the in-progress transmission to complete. This possibility increases as L2 increases. The analytic results for high-priority packets are always slightly worse than, but still in reasonably good agreement with, the corresponding simulation results. protocol. The third column of Table 6 gives numerical examples of T <2>. Both p<2> dyn and T <~> increase as L1 or L2 increases, and the degradation is more pronounced as L1 increases. Another interesting consequence of this property is that 0 <2> increases with L1. This results from the fact that the access delay experienced by low-priority packets increases and more low-priority packets get queued in the system as more high-priority packets are accommodated.
The performance of contention protocols (in terms of Pdv~ and T,) derived from the multiple-buffer model exhibits similar trends as that derived from the single-buffer model except that the degree of performance improvement (or degradation) is furthered by local buffering strategies. Thus, if the quality of a contention protocol in terms of minimizing Pavn or T, is the main concern, a single-buffer model does provide a quantitative means of evaluating contention protocols. However, if the combined effects of contention protocols and local buffering strategies on the performance have to be considered, a multiple-buffer model must be used.
Conclusion
For two different types of contention protocols, we have developed both single-and multiple ± buffer models to analytically evaluate two important parameters for real-time performance: the probability of dynamic failure, Pdvn, and the e-bounded delivery time, T~. Another performance measure obtained as a byproduct is the probability of packet rejection, Qi. Our analytic results are shown to agree well with the simulation results. Our analyses have indicated the suitability of Pdyn and T~ for assessing communication subsystems designed for real-time applications. For example, the token scheduling protocol is shown to outperform the token passing protocol with respect to both Pays and Te over a wide range of traffic. Pdun is minimized in the token scheduling protocol by giving tight-laxity packets priority over loose-laxity ones in accessing the medium, and the resulting improvement in meeting packet deadlines can be computed from the proposed analytic models. Our results also indicate the existence of a limit on the arrival rate of high-priority packets if every high-priority packet must be delivered by a specified time.
The Pi-persistent protocol is shown to be not attractive for real-time applications. The fact that there is a nonzero probability of a packet being indefinitely delayed is reflected in its unbounded Te and relatively large Pdyn. On the other hand, both Pdun and Te of its priority-based variation are shown to be acceptably small under certain conditions. One interesting result is that Pavn and T~ obtained from the multiple-buffer model exhibit similar trends as those obtained from the single-buffer model except that the degree of performance improvement/degradation is furthered by local buffering strategies.
Thus, the single-buffer model suffices for the evaluation of relative merits of different protocols based on Pdyn and T~.
Analytically evaluating the performance of other real-time contention protocols, such as the virtual time CSMA/CD [29] and the window protocol implementing the minimumlaxity-first-transmission policy [30] would be an interesting extension of the work reported in this paper. Some form of state aggregation must be employed to reduce the size of the exponentially-growing state space for multiple-buffer models, which is currently under investigation.
No~s
I. This assumption is inherited from the assumption of homogeneous stations 2. One can easily extend this to the case with more than two priority levels.
3. There is no need to record the number of outstanding high-priority packets, since these packets must have the highest priority as the token comes to them, i.e., Pil = 1.
4. t2 -s2 is the number of outstanding low-priority packets in the system that had not been transmitted by the end of the last cycle time.
5. k now represents the number of packets that have been transmitted.
6. For all stations to know the channel state (transmission, collision, or idle), the slot length must be at least 2Dp + "7, where Dp is the end-to-end propagation delay, and 3' the time required for the detection of a collision by a station. The packet transmission time requires to be greater than 2Dp + "7, so each station can detect a collision.
7. The case in which there are more than two priority levels can be developed following the same approach.
8. Again, two cases are considered: (1) a packet arriving at a station without outstanding packets is placed at the head of the queue and gets transmitted upon the token's next visit; (2) a packet arriving at a station with outstanding packets is placed at the end of the queue, and will not be transmitted upon the token's next visit. 9. Note that the embedding point of the Markov chain is defined differently from that used in deriving the cycle time.
10. The count excludes those visits for priority polling
